The changes in chromosome 6 spatial organization during chromatin polytenization in the Calliphora erythrocephala Mg. (Diptera: Calliphoridae) nurse cells.
Localization of Calliphora erythrocephala chromosome 6 in a 3D nuclear space at different stages of nurse cell chromatin polytenization was analyzed by fluorescence in situ hybridization and 3D microscopy. The obtained results suggest a large-scale chromatin relocation in the C. erythrocephala nurse cell nuclei, which is accompanied by a change in the chromosome territory of chromosome 6 associated with the change in expression activity of the nucleus and formation of reticular chromatin structure. It was revealed that the relocation of chromosome 6 (nucleolus organizer chromosome) is accompanied by fragmentation of the single large nucleolus into micronucleoli, which are spread over the entire nuclear space being associated with their nucleolar organizer regions. Presumably, the chromosome 6 material during transition to a highly polytenized structure is redistributed in the nucleus so that the inactive pericentromeric regions are displaced to the nuclear periphery, while the chromosome regions carrying rDNA sequences loop out beyond the chromosome territory. Being dispersed over the entire nuclear space, rDNA sequences are likely to be amplified, thereby providing numerous small signals from the chromosome 6-specific DNA probe. Micronucleoli are formed around the actively transcribed nucleolar organizer regions.